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AMERICHEM ANNOUNCES ITS 2015–2016 COLOR TRENDS
CUYAHOGA FALLS, Ohio (Sept. 11, 2014) – Americhem Inc., a global leader in the production of color
and additive solutions for polymeric products, announces its 2015–2016 Color Trends comprised of six color
palettes including: Art Therapy, Electric Dawn, Precious Ore, Transcend, Venetian Style and Alchemy. The
color families were announced on Sept. 11 in its annual color trends course as part of Americhem U, an
ongoing educational luncheon series for professionals in the synthetic fibers and plastics industries.

"Americhem's leadership in the color industry gives us a distinct outlook when speaking to future color
trends," stated John Deignan, president of Americhem. "By being involved on the front end of color design
for the variety of industries that we serve, we have a unique perspective, allowing us to forecast color
palettes that can benefit designers and others involved in the product creation process."

The color families, developed by a committee of color trend specialists, are forecasted to be popular in the
coming year based on global cultural influences, demographic trends and fashion-forward color predictions.
In conjunction with a fashion design house in Milan, the groups of colors, in addition to textures, finishes and
effects, are translated into seasonal design concepts, moods and lifestyles, each with a unique story to
convey the emotions and context of the colors.

The color families for 2015–2016 include:







Art Therapy—an enlivened palette of crimson, jewel-toned blues, fuchsia and gold that stimulates
aesthetic sensibilities and feeds the soul
Electric Dawn—powerful, energetic, colors of the pre-dawn sky illuminated by violaceous
electricity
Precious Ore—enveloped by peaceful, soothing colors representing the natural beauty of
surrounding landscapes
Transcend—an inspiring palette of serene blues, tranquil beiges and soothing grays for a feeling of
freedom and daring blue-violets that reveal unfaltering courage
Venetian Style—a lush palette that speaks of grandeur and sophistication with gold, apricot, warm
grays and subtle mauves
Alchemy—transforming colors that demonstrate the pleasure of nature’s constantly changing
appearances

Americhem released its first color trends in 2009 and continues to introduce its color trends forecasts
annually, debuting at Americhem U courses, industry conferences and in-person presentations for its
customers.
For more information about Americhem and the 2015–2016 Color Trends, visit www.americhem.com or
contact Scott Blanchard at sblanchard@americhem.com.
Share:
Please feel free to use the posts below to share this news on your social media channels.

Facebook
Wondering what colors will drive consumer preferences next year? #AmerichemInc announces its 2015–
2016 Color Trends comprised of six color palettes that indicate buying behavior. http://bit.ly/1ogmGZ7
Tweet the News
What colors will drive consumer preferences next year? #AmerichemInc’s color trends forecast buying
behavior. http://bit.ly/1ogmGZ7
About Americhem
Americhem is a global organization that delivers custom color and additive solutions for customers seeking
superior performance and batch-to-batch consistency for their polymer products. The company specializes
in color and additive masterbatches, and single pigment dispersions, all backed by complete technical
support that ensures quality, reliability and value. Americhem operates eight manufacturing plants and also
maintains a representative sales office in Luxembourg and Monterrey, Mexico. Central Research &
Development facilities and headquarters are located in Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio. For more information visit
Americhem.com or call 800.228.3476.
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